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Abstract
The proposed AgLOTOS formal speciﬁcation language is dedicated to express BDI agent plans, according to the features and
requirements of Ambient Intelligence (AmI). It oﬀers a rich modular approach to express and compose elementary plans in order
to execute them concurrently. We show how a plan is built automatically as a system of concurrent processes from the mental
attitudes of the agent. In contrast to existing approaches, the plan is viewed as the realization of a whole set of partially ordered
intentions. The AgLOTOS semantics accords with the possibility of updating some sub-plans on the ﬂy, as the intention set of the
BDI agent is revised.
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1. Introduction
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems are highly dynamical systems where agents can enter or leave the system,
and each one can evolve according to its mental attitudes. For the design of such complex systems MAS approaches
oﬀer interesting frameworks, since their agents are considered as intelligent, proactive and autonomous1,2,3,4. Many
modeling approaches are proposed, which partially focus on some of the MAS aspects5,6,7,8,9. In fact, the major prob-
lem consists in recognizing its environmental contexts, including its locality and the discovery of other agents. In10,
it is shown how autonomous BDI agents11 can evolve and move within an ambient environment, based on an agent
centric approach and a context-awarness. Basically, the model is enriched by AmI primitives like communication and
mobility, used over an open system.
This paper aims at proposing a rich and eﬃcient planning process within each AmI agent, such that the speciﬁcation
of a plan is directly and automatically built from a set of intentions considered by the BDI agent. An interesting
work in this domain was already proposed according to a standard MAS context7. Based on an algebraic recursive
speciﬁcation language of actions, it is demonstrated how to formally produced a goal/plan hierarchy (HTN), from a
library of elementary plans, each one considered as a possible realization for some goal.
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Intention revising12,13,14 is considered as an important notion in BDI agent conceptual frameworks (see Bratman et
al. 1), actually, agents are dynamic entities which are changing intentions and then plan, throughout their evolutions.
The authors of15, demonstrate a solution which consists in an on-the-ﬂy revising of plans to be executed, depending on
the modiﬁcations of the agents goals, for whatever reasons and in particular the fact that some plans of intentions can
be conﬂictual. The proposed solution comes from the fact that actions are processed atomically (without concurrency)
and plans are strongly scheduled according to a hierarchical alternation of goals and primitive actions. Moreover, the
proposed structure simpliﬁes the complex mechanism of a BDI agent: goals are viewed as events and the language of
plans allows to directly handle believes and to trigger events.
In contrast, the HoA model presented in10 oﬀers an explicit separation between the management of plans and the
BDI attitudes. The planning process is viewed as a service which directly relates from the set of intentions of the
agent, whatever the BDI process is. Our aim is investigating an adapted revising solution enhancing the concurrency
of actions, letting the planning process selecting and trying one or more plans from some intention concurrently, and
even dealing with several intentions in the same time. The syntax and semantics of the speciﬁcation algebraic language
AgLOTOS ﬁrst presented in10, is considered again and augmented in order to formally capture the revising of plans.
Since our starting point is a set of intentions, we assume that the BDI agent itself can solve conﬂictual situations that
could arise for some context, between intentions, by means of a scheduling process applied on the set of intentions.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed HoA model able to answer
to AmI requirements in MAS. In Section 3, the AgLOTOS language is deﬁned to compose and schedule the diﬀerent
sub-plans attached to intentions. According to this principle, the agent is considered of having only one (global) plan.
Section 4 details the semantics of AgLOTOS which provides a rich mechanism to represent the plan evolutions of the
agent while taking into account the change of the context. In Section 5, we deﬁne an updating service based on AgLO-
TOS which allows changing the plan according to the revising of the intention set. Throughout the paper, a simple
AmI scenario is given as an illustration of our approach. The last section concludes and outlines our perspectives.
2. The Higher-Order Agent Model
We are interested in modeling the evolution of the agent globally. Figure 1 highlights the agents BDI structure
we consider in this paper. The reasoning mechanism, made by the so-called BDI Process module, is triggered by
the perceived events. It manages/updates the beliefs (B), desires (D), and intentions (I) structures. Then, it calls the
Planning Process module in order to produce consistent action plans automatically, helped by a library of plans. Our
agent-based model captures two main aspects of the agent: (1) the mental reasoning of the agent as a BDI state and
(2) the evolution of the selected plan as a Planning state.
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Fig. 2. The agent behavioral changes
Each agent conﬁguration is then composed of a BDI state and a Planning state, knowing that the operational
semantics of plans can yield all the possible evolutions implied by the selected plan. As illustrated in Figure 2, the
occurrences of events may cause some changes of conﬁgurations. These evolutions are formally represented by the
following Higher-order Agent model, named HoA for short. It is deﬁned over an alphabet of events triggered by the
actions being executed and by perception events, namely Evt = EAct∪EPerc. Among the actions, message sendings are
available, and message receivings are viewed as speciﬁc environmental perceptions. Moreover, mobility is handled as
a speciﬁc action (move).
Deﬁnition 2.1. (Formalization of the HoA model)
Considering any agent of the AmI system, let BDI be the set of all the possible mental states that can be deﬁned
over the BDI structure and let P be the set of all the possible corresponding plans. Let CN be the set of all the
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possible planning states evolving in some plan and LibP be a subset of P representing the library of plans. The HoA
model of the agent is a transition system Ω, represented by a tuple 〈Q, q0,→, FM , FP, FC〉, where:
• Q is the set of HoA conﬁgurations such that any conﬁguration q is a tuple q = (bdi,C) where bdi and C
respectively represent the BDI and the planning states of the agent in q,
• q0 ⊆ Q is the initial HoA conﬁguration (q0 = (bdi0,C0)),
• →⊆ Q × Evt × Q is the set of transitions between HoA conﬁgurations,
• FM : Q −→ BDI associates a BDI state with each HoA conﬁguration,
• FP : BDI × LibP −→ P associates with each BDI state, an agent plan built from the library of plans,
• FC : Q −→ CN associates a planning state with each HoA conﬁguration.
In this paper, a BDI state is composed of three sets of propositions, representing the Beliefs, Desires and Intentions
of the agent. The Plan is directly derived from the intentions and is written as an AgLOTOS expression. In fact, the
semantics of AgLOTOS yields all the possible planning states implied by the plan expression (see Section 3).
3. AgLOTOS-Based Planning Construction
Starting from any BDI state and LibP library, we show how to build the associated plan automatically. We assume
that the LibP library is indexed by the intention set such that each intention is associated to one or many plans, called
elementary plans. A plan is often an alternate of several plans, such that each one can satisfy the corresponding
intention. Moreover, the plan of an intention, namely intention plan, is a composition of elementary plans. Since in
our view, the intention set can express a scheduling of intentions, a second level of composition is required to express
the whole plan of an intention set, namely the Agent plan.
The compositions of sub-plans are speciﬁed by using our algebraic description language, namely AgLOTOS. AgLO-
TOS strictly extends the Basic LOTOS Language16 since elementary plans are expressed in terms of Basic LOTOS
expressions. Speciﬁc AmI primitives allow one to take into account the mobility and the asynchronous communi-
cation. Also, location and reception information are assumed to be handled at the BDI level. The next subsections
introduce the AgLOTOS syntax with the speciﬁcation of plans.
3.1. Syntax of AgLOTOS Plans
The AgLOTOS Algebraic Language.
We now deﬁne the syntax of elementary plans which are written using the algebraic language AgLOTOS 10. This
language extends the LOTOS language16 in order to deal with the concurrency of actions in plans.
Let O be the (ﬁnite) set of observable actions which are viewed as instantiated predicates, ranged over a, b, ... and
let L be any subset of O. LetH ⊂ O be the subset of actions which represent the Ami primitives:
• In AgLOTOS, actions are reﬁned to make the AmI primitives observable:(1) an agent can perceive the enter and
leave of other agents in the AmI system, (2) it can move between the AmI system localities and (3) an agent
can communicate with another agent in the system.
• An AgLOTOS expression refers to contextual information with respect to the (current) BDI state of the agent:
(1) Θ is a ﬁnite set of space localities, (2) Λ is a set of agents with which it is possible to communicate, andM
is the set of possible messages to be sent and received.
• The agent mobility is expressed by the primitive move() which is used to handle the move of the agent to some
locality  ( ∈ Θ). The syntax of the communication primitives is inspired from the semantics of the π-calculus
primitives, however considered within a totally dynamic communication support, hence without speciﬁcation
of predeﬁned channels: the expression x!(ν) speciﬁes the emission to the agent x (x ∈ Λ) of some message ν
(ν ∈ M), whereas, the expression x?(ν) means that ν is received from some agent x.
Let Act = O ∪ {τ, δ}, be the set of actions, where τ  O is the internal action and δ  O is a particular observable
action which features the successful termination of a plan.
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The AgLOTOS language speciﬁes pairs for each elementary plan consisting of a name to identify it and an AgLO-
TOS expression to feature its behavior. Consider that elementary plan’s names are ranged over P,Q, ... and that the
set of all possible behavior expressions is denoted E, ranged over E, F, .... The AgLOTOS expressions are written by
composing (observable) actions through LOTOS operators. The syntax of an AgLOTOS elementary plan P is deﬁned
inductively as follows:
P ::= E Elementary plan
E ::= exit | stop
| a; E | E  E (a ∈ O)
| hide L in E
H ::= | move() (H ⊂ O,  ∈ Θ)
| x!(ν) | x?(ν) (x ∈ Λ, ν ∈ M)
 = { |||, |[L]|, ||, [ ],, [> }
The elementary expression stop speciﬁes a plan behavior without possible evolution and exit represents the suc-
cessful termination of some elementary plan. In the syntax, the set  represents the standard LOTOS operators: E [ ] E
speciﬁes a non-deterministic choice, hide L in E a hiding of the actions of L that appear in E, E  E a sequential
composition and E [> E the interruption. The LOTOS parallel composition, denoted E |[L]| E, can model both syn-
chronous composition, E || E if L = O, and asynchronous composition, E ||| E if L = ∅. In fact, the AgLOTOS language
exhibits a rich expressivity such that the sequential executions of plans appears to be only a particular case.
Formal Speciﬁcation of AgLOTOS Plans.
The building of an agent plan requires the speciﬁc AgLOTOS operators: (1) at the agent plan level, the parallel |||
and the sequential  composition operators are used to build the agent plan, in respect with the intentions of the
agent and the associated weights, (2) the alternate composition operator, denoted ♦, allows to specify an alternation
of elementary plans. In particular, an intention is satisﬁed iﬀ at least one of the associated elementary plans is
successfully terminated.
Let ̂P be the set of names used to identify the possible intention plans: ̂P ∈ ̂P and let P be the set of names
qualifying the possible agent plans: P ∈ P.
̂P ::= P | ̂P♦̂P Intention plan
P ::= ̂P | P ||| P | P  P Agent plan
AgLOTOS Plan Building From Intentions.
With respect to the set of intentions I of the agent, the agent plan is formed in two steps: (1) by an extraction
mechanism of elementary plans from the library, (2) by using the composition functions called options and plan:
• libP : I → 2P, features the library of elementary plans.
• options : I → ̂P, yields for any i ∈ I, an intention plan of the form: ̂Pi = ♦P∈libP(i) P.
• plan : 2I → P, creates the ﬁnal agent plan P from the set of intentions I. Depending on how I is ordered, the
intention plans yielded by the diﬀerent mappings ̂Pi = options(i) (i ∈ I) are composed by using the AgLOTOS
composition operators ||| and.
To be pragmatic considering any BDI state of the agent, we propose that the agent can label the diﬀerent elements
of the set I of intentions by using a weight function W : I −→ N. This allows us to weight the corresponding intention
plans yielded by the mapping options. The ones having the same weight are composed by using the concurrent parallel
operator |||. In contrast, the intention plans corresponding to distinct weights are ordered by using the sequential
operator. For instance, let I = {i10, i21, i12, i03} be the considered set of intentions, such that the superscript information
denotes a weight value, and let ̂P0, ̂P1, ̂P2, ̂P3 be their corresponding intention plans, the constructed agent plan could
be viewed (at a plan name level) as: plan(I) = ̂P1  (̂P0|||̂P2)  ̂P3.
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Table 1. A state evolution for Alice and Bob
Alice’s scenario
B0 = {in(me, 1), in(copies, 2)}
qA0 D0 = {meeting(Bob, 1), getting copies(2)}
I0 = {meeting(Bob, 1)}
P0 = meet(Bob); exit
B1 = {in(me, 1), in(copies, 2), in(Bob, 2)}
qA1 D1 = {meeting(Bob, 1), asking(Bob, get copies(2))}
I1 = {meeting(Bob, 1), asking(Bob, get copies(2))}
P1 = meet(Bob); exit ||| Bob!(get copies(2)); exit
Bob’s scenario
B0 = {in(me, 2)}
qB0 D0 = {waiting(ν),meeting(Alice, 1)}
I0 = {waiting(ν),meeting(Alice, 1)}
P0 = Alice?(ν); exit ||| move(1);meet(Alice); exit
B1 = {in(me, 2), in(copies, 2)}
qB1 D1 = {meeting(Alice, 1), getting copies(2)}
I1 = {meeting(Alice, 1), getting copies(2)}
P1 = get copies(2); exit  move(1);meet(Alice); exit
3.2. A Simple AmI Example
Let us brieﬂy recall the scenario presented in10 where Alice and Bob are two agents of an AmI Universitary
system. Such a system is clearly open since agents can enter and leave. The fact that Bob is entering the system
can be perceived by Alice in case she is already in. Since Alice is context-aware, she can take advantage of this
information, together with other information like the fact she is able to communicate with Bob through the system.
Let Θ = {1, 2} be two localities of the system where the agents behave. The proposed problem of Alice is that
she cannot make the two following tasks in the same period of time: (1) to meet with Bob in 1, and (2) to get
her exam copies from 2. Clearly, the Alice’s desires are conﬂictual since Alice cannot be in two distinct localities
simultaneously.
Table 1 represents a possible evolution of some HoA conﬁgurations for these agents, highlighting how to solve the
Alice’s problem. Alice and Bob are speciﬁed separately, and it is the proper tasks of Bob and Alice to coordinate,
at their BDI process levels. In order to express the agent conﬁgurations, BDI propositions and plan actions are
simply expressed by using instantiated predicates, like get copies(2). Sub-plans are viewed as concurrent processes,
terminated by the speciﬁc exit process, a la LOTOS.
Within each agent, we assume that BDI process can order the set of intentions to be considered. For instance,
in the conﬁguration qB1 of Bob, the intention set I1 = {meeting(Alice, 1), getting copies(2)} is ordered such that
weight(meeting(Alice, 1))<weight(getting copies(2)). In the intention set I1, the plan expression of Bob is: P1 =
get copies(2); exitmove(1);meet(Alice); exit, which is built by using the options and plan mappings. Pay at-
tention that some actions can be processed concurrently, so is the case in the conﬁguration qB0 , for the sub-plans
get copies(2); exit and move(1);meet(Alice); exit.
The reader may notice that the initial plans of Bob and Alice accords with the formal building of plans presented
in Section 4. Moreover, the revising of their plans follows the techniques presented in Section 5.
4. Semantics of AgLOTOS Plans
The AgLOTOS operational semantics is basically derived from the one of Basic LOTOS, which is able to capture
the evolution of a concurrent processes. A conﬁguration (E, P) represents a process identiﬁed by P, such that its
behavior expression is E, moreover, the notation P ::= E means that the behavior expression E is assigned to P.
In case P is an elementary plan, its expression is called an elementary expression. The reader may refer to10 for a
detailed semantics of elementary plans, viewed as Basic LOTOS processes.
Further, the behavior expression of the agent plan P is denoted [P]. Deﬁnition 4.1 generically speciﬁes how [P] is
formed compositionally from the intention plan conﬁguration of the agent, like (E,̂P) (see rule 2), themselves built
from an alternate of elementary plans conﬁguration, like (Ek, Pk) (see rule 1).
Deﬁnition 4.1. Any plan conﬁguration [P] has a generic representation deﬁned by the following two rules:
(1)
P ::= ̂P ̂P ::= ♦k=1..n Pk Pk ::= Ek
[P] ::= (♦k=1..n Ek, ̂P)
(2)
P ::= P1  P2  ∈ {|||,}
[P] ::= [P1]  [P2]
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Table 2 shows the operational semantic rules deﬁning the possible planning state changes for the agent. The
rules apply from any HoA conﬁguration q = (bdi,C), where the planning state C is directly speciﬁed as an agent plan
expression, like [P]. In each row in the table, there are three kinds of derivations: (1) the left column shows the nominal
case considering the execution of any action a (a ∈ O∪{τ}), (2) and (3) the other two columns focus on the termination
action of some intention plan, ̂P. In the middle one, the considered intention plan is successfully terminated whereas
in the right one, the failure termination case is treated. With respect to any intention plan ̂P, ̂P and ¬̂P respectively
represent the successful and failure termination cases of ̂P. Hence, if CN is the set of all the possible planning states
for the agent, then the transition relation between the planning states is a subset of CN × Act × (̂P ∪ ¬̂P) × CN .
The transitions (C1, a,̂P,C2) and (C1, a,¬̂P,C2) (̂P ∈ ̂P) provoke an internal event informing the BDI process of the
termination of the intention plan ̂P. For sake of clarity, the transition (C1, a, nil,C2) is simply denoted C1 a−−→ C2,
representing the execution of a non termination action a.
• The two ﬁrst rows concern the derivations of the behavior expression of an intention plan ̂P, under the execution
of some action. The (Action) rules exhibit the simple case where E is an elementary expression of ̂P, whereas the
(Alternate) rules focus on the execution of an alternate of elementary expressions, like ♦k=1..nEk. The middle rule
captures the successful termination of ̂P, under the execution of the action δ, while the right one captures the failure,
in case the behavior expression of ̂P is equivalent to f ail. In this paper, f ail represents the fact that the execution of
some behavior expression E fails due to the dynamical environment of the agent. In the (Alternate) row, the behavior
expression E = ♦k=1..n Ek of an intention plan ̂P, is reﬁned by using the mapping select which selects one of the
elementary expression among the ones of E, e.g. E j = select(̂P). The alternate operation is semantically deﬁned by
introducing a new semantic operator , in order to take this selection into account: E j  (♦Ek=1..nk j Ek). Observe that
E  F, yields E if E is a success and F if E fails.
• In the two last rows, the sequential and parallel LOTOS operators are re-considered to take into account the
compositions of intention plan conﬁgurations, in a sequential or parallel way.
Table 2. Semantic rules of agent plan conﬁgurations
(Action) E
a−→E′
(E,̂P)
a−→(E′,̂P)
E
δ−→stop
(E,̂P)
τ−−→̂
P
(stop,̂P)
E≡ f ail
(E,̂P)
τ−−−→
¬̂P
(stop,̂P)
(Alternate)
E j
a−→E′j E j=select(̂P)
(♦k=1..n Ek,̂P)
a−→ (E′j(♦k=1..nk j Ek),̂P)
E
δ−→stop
(EF,̂P)
τ−−→̂
P
(stop,̂P)
E≡ f ail F
a−→F′
(EF,̂P)
a−→ (F′,̂P)
(Sequence)
C1
a−→C′1
C1C2
a−→C′1C2
C1
τ−−→̂
P
C′1
C1C2
τ−−→̂
P
C2
C1
τ−−−→
¬̂P
C′1
C1C2
τ−−−→
¬̂P
C2
(Parallel)
C1
a−→C′1
C1 |||C2
a−→C′1 |||C2 C2 |||C1 a−→C2 |||C′1
C1
τ−−→̂
P
C′1
C1 |||C2
τ−−→̂
P
C2 C2 |||C1
τ−−→̂
P
C2
C1
τ−−−→
¬̂P
C′1
C1 |||C2
τ−−−→
¬̂P
C2 C2 |||C1
τ−−−→
¬̂P
C2
4.1. Application to the scenario
Consider Table 1 where P1 is the agent plan considered for Bob in the conﬁguration qB1 . The evolution of this plan
[P1] is expressed by: [P1] = ((Eg, ̂Pg)  (Em,̂Pm)), where (Em,̂Pm) and (Eg, ̂Pg) are two intention plan conﬁgurations
of Bob. The ﬁrst one corresponds to the intention meeting(Alice, 1) and the second to getting copies(2), such that
Em = move(1);meet(Alice); exit and Eg = get copies(2); exit.
An example of execution derived from the planning state C0 is the following, expressing that Bob fails to get the
copies but this does not prevent him to move and perform the meeting with Alice:
((Eg, ̂Pg)  (Em,̂Pm)) τ−−−−→
¬̂Pg
(Em,̂Pm)
move(1)−−−−−−→ (E′m,̂Pm)
meet−−−→ (E′′m,̂Pm)
τ−−−→̂
Pm
(stop,̂Pm).
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5. Dynamical Plan Revising
In our model, the BDI process drives the planning process such that adding or removing intentions possibly provoke
the change of the agent plan. Of course, the BDI process cannot ask for such a change, if this could imply an incoherent
state for the agent. In fact, the BDI process must be informed by the planning process about the terminations of
intention plans in order to act with consistency. At this point, we assume that the only dependencies within the
intention set are due to the weighting of intentions required by the BDI process. A rough approach would consist
in waiting the termination of the whole plan, meaning that the planning process reaches the ﬁnal planning state of
the current plan, before taking any intention change into account. In this paper, we propose an improved method
which consists in updating the agent plan as the revising of intentions are required by the BDI process. This update
consists in adding new intention plans and removing some of the remaining intention plans in progress. We take
proﬁt from the compositional nature of AgLOTOS, that allows the planning process to manage the diﬀerent intention
plans distinctly. Recall that any planning state structurally speciﬁes the diﬀerent remaining AgLOTOS expressions to
execute, corresponding to the intention plans to be achieved.
In some HoA conﬁguration q = (bdi,C), I(bdi) represents the intention set in this conﬁguration. Let us consider
some planning state C = [P], such that [P] = i∈1..n (Ei, ̂Pi) represents the remaining intention plan conﬁgurations
to execute, where each ̂Pi corresponds to the plan of the intention i, Ei is its associated AgLOTOS expression and
 ∈ {|||,}. The updating of the intention set and the associated agent plan relies on the following principles:
• according to the semantics, the termination of any intention plan produces an internal event which changes the
BDI state, in particular by removing the achieved intention from the intention set of the agent.
• it is easy to build some mappings which relates every intention i ∈ I to the corresponding pair (E,̂P) and vice
versa: (1) remain : P×I → E×̂Pmaps intention i ∈ I to the corresponding pair (E,̂P) of [P] ; (2) index : ̂P → I
maps each ̂P to the corresponding intention i ∈ I. It is worth noting that from weight(index(̂Pi)) such that i ∈ I,
one yields the weight of the intention i.
The add and remove update operations are formalized by the following two mappings add, remove. These map-
pings deﬁned from 2E×̂P × I yields a new agent plan whose expression [P] is (re)built from the given set of intention
plan conﬁgurations and the intention to be added or removed. The Adding of a new intention k, assuming its intention
plan conﬁguration is (Ek, ̂Pk), means:
• adding k in I and rebuild the weight mapping to take k into account, then
• building a new agent plan expression, from the set of remaining intention plan conﬁgurations ∪i∈I remain(P, i)
and their respective weights weight(i).
Formally, let C be the current planning state of the agent and k be the intention to be added, the planning
state C′ obtained after the adding operation is deﬁned by: C′ = (add(∪i∈I remain(C, i), k)). The explicit remov-
ing of a (non-terminated) intention k from I, means that the corresponding (Ek, ̂Pk) = remain(P, k) must be re-
moved from P. As for the adding function, the resulting planning state C′ after removing the intention k is: C′ =
(remove(∪i∈I remain(C, i), k)).
5.1. Application to the scenario
Consider the example of Table 1 again, the changes of the presented initial HoA conﬁgurations for Alice and Bob
(taken separately) are due to the respective perceptions of Alice and Bob and the fact they are anticipative. Actually,
after having perceived that Bob is in 2 (e1 = perc(in(Bob, 2))), which is the locality of the exam copies, Alice
enriches her beliefs, desires and intentions, aiming at communicating with Bob and asking for his help to bring her
the copies. Consequently, she evolves to the new HoA conﬁguration qA1 , where the generated plan suggests that Alice
sends the message Bob!(get copies(2)).
Notice that Bob is able to receive any message from Alice, which is denoted Alice?(ν) in qB0 . The reception of the
message sent by Bob triggers an event at its BDI process level. Since here, Bob accepts to bring the copies with him to
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Alice, he expands his beliefs (in(copies, 2)) and also take into account a new intention getting copies(2), in fact con-
sistent with the previous one. The HoA conﬁguration of Bob is changed to qB1 i.e. I1 = I0∪{getting copies(2)}, and the
plan expression [P0] of Bob is updated by using the add mapping: [P1] = add(∪i∈I0 remain(P0, i), getting copies(2)),
in order to satisfy all of his desires, getting ﬁrst the copies then going to meet Alice.
6. Conclusion
The proposed AgLOTOS agent-based algebra appears to be a powerful and intuitive way to express an agent plan.
In contrast to existing approaches, plans are composed as concurrent processes and the sub-plans corresponding to
diﬀerent intentions can be executed concurrently, in a uniﬁed way.
In this context, we show how to build an agent plan automatically from the set of intentions of the agent. To solve
conﬂict, it is possible to take into account a scheduling of the intentions. Lastly, updates are made possible from a
notion of intention plans used to build the agent plan. Up to our knowledge, the presented work seems the ﬁrst one to
deal with the revising of plans on-the-ﬂy, as the intentions of the agent are modiﬁed.
At the agent level, the planning state of the agent is also expressed as an AgLOTOS expression, representing the
state evolution of the agent plan. This is considered as part of the conﬁguration of the agent. The resulting model
called the Higher-order agent model (HoA) formally represents a BDI-AmI open system where agents can reason,
communicate and move. Agent dynamicity and context-awareness are handled due to the fact that agents can change
their mental state adequately to the perceptions of new events.
Our next perspective is studying the evolution of the HoA model in order to analyze the updates of plans with
respect to some applications. We also deal with higher concerns like learning and rationality aspects in relation with
the successful and failure intention plan executions highlighted in this paper.
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